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Hobart Potato Peelers
How much time could you be saving?

Peeler is over14x
faster than peeling by hand!

Pounds of Potatoes Time Peeling 
by Hand*

Time Peeling 
with Peeler**

Total Time 
Saved

$ Saved/
Day***

$ Saved/ 
Year ****

10 lbs. 17 minutes,  
20 seconds

~1 minute,  
10 seconds

16 minutes,  
10 seconds $1.95 $702

20 lbs. 34 minutes,  
40 seconds

~2 minutes,  
20 seconds

32 minutes,  
20 seconds $3.90 $1,404

40 lbs.
1 hour,  

9 minutes,  
20 seconds

~4 minutes,  
40 seconds

1 hour,  
4 minutes,  
40 seconds

$7.81 $2,808

80 lbs.
2 hours,  

18 minutes,  
40 seconds

~9 minutes,  
20 seconds

2 hours,  
9 minutes,  
20 seconds

$15.63 $5,616

160 lbs.
4 hours,  

37 minutes,  
20 seconds

~18 minutes, 
40 seconds

4 hours,  
18 minutes,  
40 seconds

$31.26 $11,232

*Peeling at a rate of 39 seconds per 6-ounce potato
**Total time peeled will depend on preference of operator
***$ saved/day calculated using 2023 minimum wage of $7.25
****Using 360 operating days per calendar year

Calculated using 6115 peeler – time and dollar savings may be more using larger capacity peeler.

French fries, mashed potatoes, potatoes au gratin – the opportunities for potatoes are endless in the kitchen. 
However, when peeling potatoes by hand, it may feel like an endless task. Hobart potato peelers can help save you 
time and money by peeling your potatoes in just minutes.

6115 Peeler
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15 lbs. capacity 30 lbs. capacity 60 lbs. capacity

Hobart Potato Peelers

Stainless steel housing and drive shaft Lock-in hopper cover to monitor product Removable Lexan liner

Thermal overload protection with manual reset Removable silicon carbide abrasive disc

Hobart Ownership Benefits

Performance

Hobart equipment is built to 
exceed expectations. It’s why 
so many culinary professionals 
won’t settle for anything else

Sanitation 
& Cleaning

Thoughtful designs make 
Hobart equipment easier to 
clean — so operators can 
spend more time creating. 

Ease of Use

Hobart equipment is engineered 
to work the way people do. 
Uncomplicated, intuitive operation 
helps produce great results.

Operator Assurance

Multiple systems in Hobart 
equipment help protect operators 
from accidents and injuries.

6115 6430 6460

5-minute timer


